Abstract. We generalize the notion of Ekedahl-Oort strata to elements in the loop group of any connected reductive group, and call the resulting discrete invariant the truncation of level 1 of the element. We give conditions for the Newton points occurring among the elements of a given truncation of level 1 and especially for the generic Newton point in a given truncation stratum. We prove that truncation strata are locally closed and give a description of the closure of each stratum. We also translate our results back to the original Ekedahl-Oort stratification of the reduction modulo p of Shimura varieties.
Introduction
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let L be either k((t)) or Quot (W (k) ) and let O be the valuation ring. We denote by σ : x → x p r the Frobenius of k over F p r for some fixed r and also the associated Frobenius of L over F = F p r ((t)) resp. Q p r . Let O F be the valuation ring of F . We denote the uniformizer t or p of O F by ǫ.
Let G be a connected reductive group over O F . Then G is unramified, i. e. quasi-split and split over an unramified extension of O F . Let B be a Borel subgroup of G and let T be a maximal torus contained in B. Let K = G(O) and let I be the inverse image of B(k) under the projection K → G(k). Let K 1 be the kernel of the projection K → G(k). Let W = N T (L)/T (L) denote the (absolute) Weyl group of T in G where N T denotes the normalizer of T . Let W = N T (L)/T (O) ∼ = W ⋉ X * (T ) denote the affine Weyl group. For each w ∈ W we choose a representative in N T (O). We denote this representative by the same letter as the element itself. If M is a Levi subgroup of G containing T let W M be the Weyl group of M and denote by M W resp. M W the set of elements x of W resp. W that are shortest representatives of their coset W M x. Similarly, W M denotes the set of elements x that are the shortest representatives of their cosets xW M and accordingly for W .
For b ∈ G(L) we call {g −1 bσ(g) | g ∈ K} the K-σ-conjugacy class of b, and [b] = {g −1 bσ(g) | g ∈ G(L)} the σ-conjugacy class of b.
The aim of this article is to classify and describe the K-σ-conjugacy classes of elements of K 1 \G(L)/K 1 .
1.1.
Comparison with Ekedahl-Oort strata. Let X be a p-divisible group over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. Then the Dieudonné module of X is a pair (M, F ) where M is a free W (k)-module of rank equal to the height h of X and where F : M → M is a σ-linear homomorphism. Here W (k) is the ring of Witt vectors of k and σ denotes the Frobenius of W (k) over Z p . Choosing a basis for M we can write F = bσ for some b ∈ GL h (W (k) [1/p]) . A change of the basis amounts to σ-conjugating b by an element of GL h (W (k)) = K. As b is induced by the Dieudonné module (M, F ), we have b ∈ Kp µ K for some minuscule µ ∈ X * (T ). Similarly, polarized p-divisible groups or abelian varieties lead to elements b ∈ GSp 2n (W (k) [1/p]) for n equal to the dimension of the p-divisible group.
In [O1] Oort shows that one obtains a discrete invariant of X (the so-called Ekedahl-Oort invariant) by considering the p-torsion points X[p], or equivalently by studying the reduction modulo p of the Dieudonné module M together with the two maps induced by F : M → M and V = pF −1 : M → M. In terms of the element b, this corresponds to considering the K 1 -double coset. In other words, this situation is analogous to the above in the special case G = GL h or GSp 2n and µ minuscule for O = W (k). A classification of the Ekedahl-Oort invariant (and more generally of G(k)-orbits on a certain variety associated to a reductive group G over Z p together with a fixed Levi subgroup that is also defined over Z p ) using a similar subset of the Weyl group of the associated reductive group as we use has been given by Moonen and Wedhorn in [MW] .
The classification of the K-σ-conjugacy classes of elements of K 1 \G(L)/K 1 is given by the following theorem (which we prove in Section 2). The second part of the theorem establishes a relation between the subdivisions of K 1 \G(L)/K 1 according to K-σ-conjugacy classes and according to Iwahori-double cosets. Let us first introduce some notation. For a dominant µ ∈ X * (T ) let M µ be the centralizer of µ and let
. Let x µ = w 0 w 0,µ where w 0 denotes the longest element of W and where w 0,µ is the longest element of L) . Let µ ∈ X * (T ) be the unique dominant element with b ∈ Kǫ µ K.
(1) There is a unique w ∈ µ W such that the K-σ-conjugacy class of b contains an element of
The pair (w, µ) as in Theorem 1 is called the truncation of level 1 of b.
Definition 3. Let µ ∈ X * (T ) be dominant, let w ∈ µ W and assume that char(F ) = p. Then let S w,µ be the reduced subscheme of the loop group of G F p r such that S w,µ (k) consists of those g ∈ G(k((t))) whose truncation of level 1 is (w, µ).
Here the loop group of a group G over F p r is the group ind-scheme representing the functor on F p r -algebras R → G(R((t))).
For F = Q p r it is not clear how to define an ind-scheme having G(L) as its set of k-valued points. However one can study the stratifications induced on the reduction modulo p of certain Shimura varieties (compare 1.1). The main part of this paper is concerned with elements of G(L) for both cases or, whenever a scheme structure is involved, the equal characteristic case. In Section 6 we discuss applications to Shimura varieties.
We show in Section 5 that the S w,µ are bounded locally closed subschemes of the loop group and that the closure of each stratum is a union of finitely many strata. The following criterion generalizes a corresponding result for Ekedahl-Oort strata by Wedhorn [W] to our situation.
Theorem 4. S w ′ ,µ ′ ⊆ S w,µ if and only if there is aw ∈ W withww ′ τ µ ′ σ(w) −1 ≤ wτ µ with respect to the Bruhat order.
Truncations of level 1 and σ-conjugacy classes.
One interesting open question about Ekedahl-Oort strata is to determine which Newton polygons occur in a given Ekedahl-Oort stratum. Recently progress towards answering this question has been made in two ways. In a series of papers [Ha1] , [Ha2] , [Ha3] Harashita proves a conjecture of Oort ([O2] , 6.9) giving a characterization of the generic Newton polygon in each Ekedahl-Oort stratum in the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties. Besides, Görtz, Haines, Kottwitz and Reuman [GHKR] study the intersections between Iwahori double cosets in the loop group of a reductive group and σ-conjugacy classes. In this paper we generalize the necessary results from [GHKR] from split to unramified reductive groups. Together with Theorem 1(2) this allows to deduce similar conditions for the intersections between the truncation strata and σ-conjugacy classes. Especially, we obtain a generalization of Harashita's theorem to the loop group of any connected reductive group.
To formulate this generalization let us review Kottwitz's classification [K1] of the set B(G) of σ-conjugacy classes of elements b ∈ G(L) which generalizes the notion of Newton polygons (compare also [RR] , Section 1 for a more complete review of these results). Each σ-conjugacy class is determined by two invariants. One of them is given by a map κ G : B(G) → π 1 (G) Γ where π 1 (G) is the quotient of X * (T ) by the coroot lattice and where Γ is the absolute Galois group of F . There is the following explicit description for κ G . Let b ∈ G(L) and let r B (b) = µ ∈ X * (T ) be the unique element such that b ∈ Kǫ µ U (L) where U is the unipotent radical of B. Then κ G (b) is the image of µ under the canonical projection from X * (T ) to π 1 (G) Γ . The second invariant is the so-called the Newton point ν = ν b of b, an element of (X * (T ) Q /W ) Γ , the set of Γ-invariant W -orbits on X * (T ) ⊗ Q. This invariant is the direct analog of the usual Newton polygon classifying F -isocrystals over an algebraically closed field.
In [RR] Rapoport and Richartz define a partial order on
Here the second condition means thatν b ′ −ν b is a linear conbination of positive roots with coefficients in Q ≥0 whereν b ′ andν b are dominant representatives of the two orbits (compare Lemma 2.2 of loc. cit.). Their Theorem 3.6 shows that for each [b] , the union of all σ-conjugacy classes which are less or equal to [b] is closed in the loop group. More precisely, they show a corresponding statement over a field F of mixed characteristic. The function field analog can be shown in a similar, but slightly easier way using properties of the affine Grassmannian, compare [HV] , Theorem 6.3.
In Section 3 we construct for each σ-conjugacy class [b] a unique so-called minimal truncation
and a technical property (see Definition 7) which ensures that Iw b τ µ b I is even K-σ-conjugate to w b τ µ b . The element w b τ µ b is also called the minimal element in the given class. This is a generalization of the notion of minimal p-divisible groups (as in [O3] ) to our context (compare Section 6). The following theorem is the function field analog for general G and µ of Oort's conjecture and also justifies the name minimal truncation type. 
. This is also the same as the maximal class [x] among all x ∈ W with x ≤ wτ µ .
Here we use that S w,µ is irreducible, so it contains a unique generic σ-conjugacy class. In the last section we give a translation of our results and their proofs back to the case of mixed characteristic. In particular, one obtains Oort's conjecture (as shown by Harashita) as well as generalizations to other cases of good reduction of Shimura varieties of PEL type.
While finishing this article Harashita published a preprint [Ha4] in which he generalizes his proof of Oort's conjecture to also obtain an analog for some catalog of p-divisible groups in the non-polarized case.
Truncations of level 1
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1, in particular we allow both the function field case and the case of mixed characteristic. The proof follows a strategy by Bédard, [B] .
Proof of Theorem 1. Let b ∈ G(L).
Then there is a unique dominant µ ∈ X * (T ) with b ∈ Kǫ µ K and b is K-σ-conjugate to an element of the form b 0 x µ ǫ µ = b 0 τ µ with b 0 ∈ K. To show (1) we use induction on i to show that there exist a sequence of elements u i ∈ W and two sequences of Levi subgroups M i , M ′ i of G with the following properties:
which is the shortest representative of
Here P i+1 is the parabolic with Levi subgroup M i+1 which contains B, and P
µ . Furthermore U P denotes the unipotent radical of a parabolic P .
One easily checks that a) and b) imply that
) is obvious and c) has been shown above. For e) note that modulo
. We have to show that a)-e) for some i imply the same properties for i + 1. Let b i be as in c). We decompose b i using the Bruhat decomposition to obtain that
for some δ i+1 as in b) and with P i+1 and P ′ i+1 as in e). By e) we may assume that the factors in P i+1 (O) and
we obtain c) for i+1. Property d) follows from the uniqueness of the Bruhat decomposition together with d) and e) for i. It remains to show e). Multiplication of b i+1 on the left with an element of u
i+1 . Thus it does not change the K-σ-conjugacy class. Now we want to show that multiplication of b i+1 on the right by an element of M
). After σ-conjugating with this element (which is in K), we obtain an element of
we obtain that this is contained in the same class as u i+1 b i+1 x µ ǫ µ . The other direction of e) is shown in the same way as for i = 0.
As the sequences M i , M ′ i are decreasing families of Levi subgroups, they become constant after finitely many steps. Thus for n sufficiently large,
and thus u n is the desired element of µ W .
We now prove (2). Each element of Iwτ µ I is obviously I-σ-conjugate to some element g ∈ wτ µ I. We have the Iwahori decomposition I = N µ (O)I Mµ K 1 where I Mµ = I ∩ M µ (O) and where N µ is the unipotent radical of P µ = M µ B. Applying this to the corresponding factor of g and using that ǫ
µ we see that we may assume that g ∈ wτ µ I Mµ . Thus it is I M1 -σ-conjugate to an element of I M1 wτ µ = I M1 wx µ ǫ µ . As w ∈ µ W = M1 W , conjugation by w maps positive roots in M 1 to positive roots (not necessarily in M 1 ). Hence we have
Conjugation by w 0 maps all positive roots to negative roots, conjugation by w 0,µ maps positive roots in M µ to negative roots in M µ (and vice versa) and leaves positive roots in N µ positive. Hence
Iterating this argument we see that the element g is I-σ-conjugate to an element of
) and where Ad (wxµ) −1 denotes conjugation with the given element. As I ∞ commutes with ǫ µ and satisfies (wx µ ) −1 σ −1 (I ∞ )(wx µ ) = I ∞ we can again apply a variant of Lang's theorem to obtain that each element of
Fundamental alcoves
In this section we still consider both possible cases for F . We recall the definition of Pfundamental alcoves from [GHKR] , 13.
Definition 7. Let P be a semistandard parabolic subgroup of G, i.e. a parabolic subgroup containing T but not necessarily B, and defined over O F . Let N be its unipotent radical and M the Levi factor containing T . Let N be the unipotent radical of the opposite parabolic. Let I = I N I M I N be the corresponding Iwahori decomposition. Then an element x ∈ W defined over F is called
Remark 8. For x ∈ W that are P -fundamental for some P , Görtz, Haines, Kottwitz, and Reuman show in [GHKR] , Proposition 6.3.1 that every element of IxI is I-σ-conjugate to x. In [GHKR] , Corollary 13.2.4 they show that each σ-conjugacy class [b] of elements of G(L) contains an element of W which is P -fundamental for some semistandard P .
Although their assertions are only formulated in the function field case, and for split groups, the argument carries over to our more general situation.
Lemma 9.
(
′ are σ-conjugate under W , and in particular K-σ-conjugate to each other. 
The element b 0 is also called the standard representative of [b] . Note that ν (and hence M ν ) are invariant under σ.
Proof. We first show (3). Let x be P -fundamental and let P = M N where M is the Levi factor of P containing T . Let M ′ be the centralizer of the M -dominant Newton point of x. As xI M x −1 = I M , the Newton point of x is central in M and hence M ⊆ M ′ . Let P ′ be the parabolic subgroup generated by M ′ and N . Let N ′ be its unipotent radical. Hence P ′ ⊇ P and N ′ ⊆ N . Thus in order to show that x is P ′ -fundamental it is enough to verify
stable under x, so we can consider each factor of I M ′ separately. For I M the assertion is just the assumption. For I N ∩M ′ we have
i ∈ X * (T ) we have equality because then α, x i = α, iν = 0 for every root of T in M ′ . Considering the whole chain of containments we obtain equality for every i. A similar argument applies to N ∩ M ′ . It remains to show that if Q ⊆ P ′ is as in the assertion, then x is Q-fundamental, but this is obvious.
Let P, P ′ , x, and x ′ be as in (1). Let P = M N . By (3) we may assume that M is equal to the centralizer of the M -dominant Newton point of x and analogously for P ′ .
As
. Note that the Newton point of x together with κ G (x) determines κ M (x). Hence there is a w ∈ W , invariant under σ, that conjugates I M to I M ′ , and also the values of κ M , κ M ′ to each other. As x is uniquely determined by κ M (x) and the condition that xI M x −1 = I M , we obtain (1). The description of x in terms of M given above also implies (2). Proof. Let N be the unipotent radical of P . Let I ′ be an Iwahori subgroup of G of the form I ′ = vIv −1 for some v ∈ W and such that its reduction modulo t lies in
Using the Iwasawa decomposition and the Bruhat decomposition we write g = nmi 1 wi 2 with n ∈ N (L), m ∈ M (L), i 1 ∈ I ′ , i 2 ∈ I, and w ∈ W . By the Iwahori decomposition, i 1 ∈ P (O)K 1 . As w −1 K 1 w ⊆ I, we may assume that i 1 = id. Furthermore we may assume that i 2 = id without changing the property g −1 x b σ(g) ∈ IxI. Thus g = nmw with g −1 x b σ(g) ∈ IxI. Finally we may assume that w is of minimal length in its coset W M w. We have
We abbreviate the expression in the bracket, which is in N (L), byñ.
Let N be the loop group associated to N over k, i. e. the group ind-scheme representing the functor on k-algebras R → N (R((t))). Let χ ∈ X * (T ) be central in M and such that α, χ > 0 for every simple root α of T in N . Let
Let α be a root of T in N and let U α denote the corresponding root subgroup. Conjugation by χ(a) maps U α (y) to U α (a j y) where j = α, χ > 0. Especially, φ has an extension to a morphism φ : A 1 k → N that maps 0 to id. As χ(a) is central in M ,
for every a = 0. Using (1), we obtain that this is in IxI. Hence
. The minimality property of w implies that for any positive root α of T in M the root β with w −1 U α w = U β is also positive (although not necessarily in M ). As I and M are defined over O F , the same holds for σ(w). Thus
. It is contained in the closure of any other such double coset. Applying this to
If G is split, the first (and largest) part of the proof of Proposition 12 also follows from a non-emptyness criterion by Görtz, Haines, Kottwitz, and Reuman, [GHKR] , Corollary 12.1.2. Proof. This follows from Proposition 12 using the Grothendieck specialization theorem [RR] , Theorem 3.6 together with the fact that the generic σ-conjugacy classes of IxI and IxI coincide.
Proof of Theorem 5 and Corollary 6.
Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 follow from Proposition 12 and Corollary 13 by Remark 11.
Closure relations
Lemma 14.
(1) Each S w,µ is bounded and admissible, smooth and irreducible. (2) The closure S w,µ of S w,µ is a union of finitely many strata
is in S w,µ if and only if it is K-σ-conjugate to an element of Iwτ µ I.
Here by admissible we mean that the subscheme is invariant under some bounded open subgroup of the loop group. We call an admissible subscheme X smooth resp. irreducible if the same holds for X/ K for some (and then every) such subgroup.
Proof. The stratum is bounded because it is contained in Kt µ K, and admissible because it is invariant under K 1 . The other two assertions of (1) follow as S w,µ /K 1 is a single K-σ-orbit. For the second assertion note that S w,µ is invariant under K-σ-conjugation and under multiplication by K 1 on both sides. Thus it is a union of strata. The union is finite because each of these strata S w ′ ,µ ′ has to satisfy µ ′ µ. (3) follows from (1) and (2). In (4) the second condition obviously implies the first. Now let g 0 ∈ S w,µ . Thus there is a g ∈ G(k [[z] ]((t))) such that its reduction modulo z is equal to g 0 and such that its image
Here k((z)) alg denotes an algebraic closure of k((z)). Modifying h by a suitable element in K 1,k((z)) alg we may assume that it is defined over a finite extension of k((z)). We may replace k((z)) by that extension and thus assume that h is defined over k( (z) Remark 15. If x, y, z ∈ W with x ∈ IyIzI then x = y ′ z for some y ′ ≤ y. Indeed, this follows by induction from Is i IzI ⊆ IzI ∪ Is i zI for each (finite or affine) simple reflection s i (see also [He] , Lemma 4.2). We follow the proof of [He] , Proposition 3.8, a similar result for finite Weyl groups and without the σ-action (but allowing disconnected groups).
Proof. We use induction on the size of the Levi subgroup and thus may assume that the statement is true for all M ′ M . We use a second induction on the length l(u). We write
. Note that our choice of a implies that M ′ is again the Levi factor of a standard parabolic subgroup. We consider two cases: Case 1: u 1 = v 1 = 1. In this case u and v are in W M ′ , and x ∈ M ′ W . If M ′ = M , then the assertion follows from the induction hypothesis. If
−1 ≥ x which implies the assertion. Case 2: u 1 = 1. In this case l(u 2 ) < l(u). By induction hypothesis, there is an
Proof of Theorem 4. We have to show that (w ′ , µ ′ ) is the truncation of level 1 of an element of IyI for some y ≤ wτ µ if and only if it is of the form in the theorem. The if part is obvious. For the other direction we use an approach which is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 to compute the truncations of level 1 occurring in the cosets IyI for y as above. We decompose y as w 1 τ µ ′ w ′ 1 with w 1 , w
′ dominant and such that the lengths of the three elements add up to that of y. Each truncation of an element of IyI already occurs in
. This is equivalent tow
Replacing y by a smaller element we see that we may assume thatw
). Thus we have to consider the truncation types occurring in σ −1 (w
It is enough to show that for each such type (w
. By Lemma 16, it is furthermore enough to show the following claim.
Claim. Let (w ′ , µ ′ ) be the truncation of level 1 of an element of Ixτ µ ′ I for some
We use induction to define a decreasing sequence of Levi subgroupsM i ⊆ σ −1 (M µ ′ ), and
some y i and such that y i τ µ ′ I contains an element of truncation type (w ′ , µ ′ ). Recall that
, and u 1 = v 1 = 1. For the induction step we decompose y i as y
. By σ-conjugating the element of y i τ µ ′ I of truncation type (w ′ , µ ′ ) by a i we obtain (by Remark 15) an element of some
For sufficiently large n, we have thatM n =M n+1 . If we set u = u n y ′ n and v = v n we have that
Furthermore, by Lang's theorem and Theorem 1 (2), each element of y n τ µ ′ I is K-σ-conjugate to an element of K 1 c n τ µ ′ K 1 . Hence c n = w ′ , which proves the claim.
The following corollary to the theorem which considers the special case µ = µ ′ is analogous to results by He [He] and Wedhorn [W] .
Proof. Recall that τ µ is the unique shortest element of the affine Weyl group lying in Kt µ K. Especially, y ≤ wτ µ with y ∈ Kt µ K if and only if y = w y τ µ for some w y ≤ w in W . From the theorem we obtain that S w ′ ,µ ⊆ S w,µ if and only if there is aw ∈ W such thatw −1 w ′ τ µ σ(w) = w y τ µ for some w y as above. Thus τ µ σ(w) = vτ µ for some v ∈ W . As τ µ = x µ t µ we obtain v = x µ σ(w)x −1 µ and σ(w) ∈ W Mµ . Recall that we have a bijection between the set B(G) of σ-conjugacy classes in G(L) and the set of minimal truncation types. The following proposition generalizes Corollary 3.2 of [Ha2] where the case of polarized p-divisible groups is considered. In Harashita's papers, it is used as a step in the proof of the analog of Theorem 5 whereas we first proved the theorem and now use it to deduce the proposition. 
The closure of [b ′ ] is a union of σ-conjugacy classes. By [RR] , Theorem 3.6 a necessary
It would be interesting to know if this condition is also sufficient.
alg denotes an algebraic closure of k((z)). The closed Schubert cell in G/I containing h is a scheme of finite type. Thus replacing h by some representative of hI k((z)) alg we may assume that h is defined over a finite extension of k((z)). Replacing k [[z] ] by its integral closure in that extension we may assume h ∈ G(k((z))((t))). Also, as the closed Schubert cell is a proper subscheme of G/I, the class hI contains an element of G(k [[z] ]((t))) which we again denote by h.
. Hence S w ′ ,µ ′ contains an element of [b] and thus by Theorem 5 also the stratum S w,µ .
Relation to Shimura varieties
In this section we show how Theorem 5 can be applied to the Ekedahl-Oort stratification on the moduli space A g of principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension g in characteristic p > 2. The same considerations work for other good reductions modulo p of Shimura varieties of PEL type (except for the last corollary where one needs further input).
From an element of A g (k) we obtain a polarized p-divisible group, and the considerations in Section 1.1 show that the Ekedahl-Oort stratification (as in [O1] ) induced by these p-divisible groups coincides with the stratification that one obtains by considering the truncations of level 1 of the corresponding elements of GSp 2g (W (k) [1/p]). Note that by [MW] the index set for the Ekedahl-Oort stratification of A g can be identified with µ W where µ is the minuscule dominant element given by the Shimura datum and where W is the Weyl group of GSp 2g . Let S w be the subscheme of the reduction of A g corresponding to w ∈ µ W .
Remark 19. Comparisons between the Ekedahl-Oort stratification and the subdivision into Iwahori-double cosets as in Theorem 1(2) are also used in the theory of moduli spaces of abelian varieties, see for example [EG] , Corollary 8.4 (iii) or [GY] , 9.
Next we want to show that a p-divisible group is minimal in the sense of Oort if and only if the K-σ-conjugacy class of the element determining the Frobenius on the Dieudonné module contains a minimal element as in Section 3. We recall the notion of minimal p-divisible groups from [O3] . Let X be a p-divisible group over an algebraically closed field k and let (M, F ) be its Dieudonné module. Let N = M[1/p]. Then X is called minimal if the endomorphisms of (M, F ) are a maximal order in the endomorphisms of (N, F ). There is a unique isomorphism class of minimal p-divisible groups in each isogeny class of p-divisible groups. Explicitly, if X is minimal, its Dieudonné module is isomorphic to a Dieudonné module of the following form. There is a decomposition of the rational Dieudonné module into simple summands Note that using this correspondence we see that Proposition 6.3.1 of [GHKR] (see also Remark 8) implies the main theorem of [O3] that all elements of the Ekedahl-Oort stratum of a minimal p-divisible group are isomorphic to each other.
One can use Theorem 5 to obtain Corollary 20. Let x be a k-valued point of S w for some w. Let x 0 ∈ A g (k) be a point corresponding to a minimal p-divisible group in the isogeny class of x. Then x 0 ∈ S w . This has been conjectured by Oort [O2] , Conjecture 6.9 and has been shown previously by Harashita in [Ha3] using different methods. However, the strategy applied here also leads to variants without polarization, or for p-divisible groups with endomorphisms.
Proof. Let µ be the Hodge vector associated to A g . By the main theorem of [W] together with (6.4) of loc. cit. the closure relations between the strata S w are known to coincide with those between the corresponding strata S w,µ in the loop group of G = GSp 2g . By Theorem 5 we see that in order to prove the corollary it is enough to show that the following property holds for any pair (κ, ν) where κ ∈ π 1 (G) and ν ∈ X * (T ) Q /W are the parameters corresponding to some isogeny class of p-divisible groups: If S w intersects the isogeny class associated to (κ, ν) then S w,µ intersects the σ-conjugacy class in the loop group of G corresponding to the same pair (κ, ν). The first condition implies that Iwτ µ I (for I defined with respect to W (k)) intersects the σ-conjugacy class in G(W (k)[1/p]) associated to (κ, ν), the second condition is equivalent to the analogous assertion with W (k) replaced by k [[t] ]. There is a combinatorial description of these last two conditions in terms of the affine Weyl group ( [GHKR] , Proposition 13.3.1). In particular, the condition is independent of the choice of W (k) or k [[t] ].
For the moduli space A g of principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension g in characteristic p > 2 we know by [EG] , Theorem 11.5 that each Ekedahl-Oort stratum which is not contained in the supersingular locus is irreducible. In particular, there is a unique generic Newton polygon in each Ekedahl-Oort stratum S w of A g . Then in the same way as for the loop group we can use the above result to determine this Newton polygon.
Corollary 21. Let ν be the generic Newton polygon in S w ⊆ A g for some w ∈ µ W . Then ν is the maximal element in the set of Newton polygons of minimal elements x such that x ∈ S w .
Note that as long as G is split, the nonemptyness criterion [GHKR] , Corollary 12.1.2 also yields a corresponding necessary condition for nonemptyness of the intersection of a given Ekedahl-Oort stratum with a given Newton stratum.
